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ABSTRACT
The archiving of whole slide images represents a hurdle to digital pathology implementation largely because of the amount of data generated. The retention of glass slides is currently recommended for a minimum of 10 years, but it is for individual departments to determine how digital images are archived and for how long. In a retrospective study, we examined the combination of Systemised Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED) codes allocated to cases reported between July 2011 and December 2015 and recalled more than 12 months after diagnosis in comparison to non-recalled cases. Our results show that 0.2% of cases are recalled after 12 months, and SNOMED code combinations can be used to identify which cases are likely to be recalled and which are not. This approach could reduce the number of cases archived by 62% and still ensure all cases likely to be recalled remain in the archive.

METHOD
Case recall data
Pathology records at the University Hospital Coventry & Warwickshire NHS Trust (UHCW), which are coded at diagnosis using SNOMED V.3.5 were examined. The records of recalling cases were tagged with more than one SNOMED code. This time window was chosen because the probability of recall for a case with a given T and M code combination, only the SNOMED codes deemed most likely to have triggered the recall process were considered. This was determined by review of the clinical data.

Probability of recall
We modelled the process of case recall from archive using the SNOMED M and T codes of historical recall data. The posterior probability of recall for a case with a given M and T code p(recall | (M, T)) is calculated through the Bayes rule as follows:

Probability of recall for a case with a given M and T code p(recall | (M, T)) is calculated through the Bayes rule as follows:
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\[ p \left( \text{recall} \mid (M, T) \right) = \frac{p(\text{recall} \mid (M, T)) p(\text{recall})}{p((M, T))} \]
\[ = \frac{N_{\text{recall}}(M, T) N_{\text{recall}}}{N_{\text{recall}}(M, T) N(M, T)} \]
\[ = \frac{N_{\text{recall}}(M, T)}{N(M, T)}. \]

Here, \( p((M, T) \mid \text{recall}) \) is the likelihood of observing the SNOMED M and T code combination in historical data of archived cases that were recalled, \( p((M, T)) \) is the background probability of observing that SNOMED code combination and \( p(\text{recall}) \) is the prior probability of recall irrespective of the SNOMED code. The likelihood \( p((M, T) \mid \text{recall}) \) is calculated using historical data of the number of recalled cases \( N_{\text{recall}}(M, T) \) with a certain SNOMED M and T code combination and the total number \( N_{\text{recall}} \) of recalled cases irrespective of SNOMED codes. The ‘evidence’ probability \( p((M, T)) \) is taken as the ratio of \( N_{\text{recall}}(M, T) \) to the total number \( N \) of cases in the archive. This allows us to express the posterior recall probability of a certain SNOMED M and T code combination as the ratio of the number of recalled cases with a certain SNOMED combination to the total number of cases observed with that combination in the archive. In order to assert our belief that cases with rare or less-frequent SNOMED combinations may be recalled with a disproportionately higher rate, the model allows addition of pseudo counts \( \epsilon \) in the calculation of the ‘smoothed’ posterior recall probability. Since background counts and recall counts are obtained from slightly different distributions in terms of years, the denominator term in the recall probability formula is updated as follows to keep posterior probability values in the range \([0, 1]\):

\[ p \left( \text{recall} \mid (M, T) \right) = \frac{N_{\text{recall}}(M, T) + \epsilon}{\max(N_{\text{recall}}(M, T), N(M, T)) + \epsilon}. \]

The recall probability calculated is between 0 and 1. A result of 0 means that none of the reported cases with that SNOMED code were recalled, whereas a score of 1 means that all reported cases with that SNOMED code were recalled. This probability can be used as a retention preference in an archiving solution in which cases with high expected recall probability are preferentially retained in the archive. In other words, if cases are to be deleted from the archive due to storage limitations, cases with lower retention preference will be deleted first. As a baseline, we use a naïve ‘randomised storage’ strategy in which all cases are equally likely to be retained in the archive irrespective of their SNOMED codes.

**RESULTS**

Between July 2011 and December 2015, the UHCE pathology department reported 162 761 cases and recalled 390 cases (0.2%) from the off-site store, which equates to 1 case recalled for every 417 cases reported. The recall probability of each SNOMED code combination used ranges from 0 to 1, a complete list of the SNOMED codes used and their recall rates online supplemental file 1.

**Figure 1** shows the heat map of \( \log_{10} p(\text{recall} \mid (M, T)) \) for combinations of SNOMED M and T codes with high probability of recall.

**Figure 2** plots the expected recall success rate versus fraction of cases stored (retention rate) for different archiving strategies (randomised storage baseline, using recall probabilities based on M-code only, or using both M and T codes). Similar to the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, which is used for measuring predictive quality of predictive models, this ‘Recall-versus-Retention’ (RR) curve depicts the efficiency of a certain archival strategy. It does so by showing the percentage of cases that can be expected to be recalled successfully if a certain percentage of cases is stored in the archive based on the retention preference assigned by the archival strategy. An ideal archiving strategy would store the minimum number of cases (retention rate) to give the highest expected recall success rate. As a baseline, we consider randomised archiving, in which every
case has the same recall probability and hence the same retention preference irrespective of its SNOMED code. This naïve strategy requires storing all cases in the archive to ensure a 100% recall success rate. In contrast, SNOMED code-based strategies perform better. If only SNOMED M-code data are used to derive recall probabilities, a recall success rate of 100% can be achieved by storing only 70% of cases with AURRC=0.89. Using the combination of M and T codes allows us to improve this efficiency with storage of only 38% of cases needed to deliver a 100% successful recall rate (AURRC=0.96). This shows that SNOMED codes can be effectively used as part of archiving policies in DP archival solutions.

DISCUSSION
The move to DP has resulted in different approaches to the archiving whole slide images (WSIs), including keeping all data, retention for 3 years, and no retention. Other strategies proposed include removal of ×40 layer from image files and using ×20 scanning of single images. This variation may reflect the differences between centres desire to access data for academic purposes as opposed to a purely clinical care focus.

The results of this show only 0.2% of cases are recalled for clinical review after 12 months from diagnosis and that the SNOMED codes indicate which these cases are, and equally which cases are never likely to be recalled.

These results largely align with clinical expectations, although the inclusion of some malignant diagnoses such as small cell carcinoma of the lung in the never-recalled group was unexpected and indicate cases with poor outcome are unlikely to be recalled but which may nevertheless be worthy of archiving for alternative uses such as teaching and research.

This approach shows that a coding script designed to search for matches to SNOMED codes known to be recalled provides a viable approach to automate the retention of cases for archiving. This is the first study to analyse how the SNOMED code data from prior recall of cases could be used to select WSI for archiving. With appropriate updating of code, this approach would be equally applicable to SNOMED Clinical Terms or indeed other versions of SNOMED as required. Clinical practice clearly differs between sites, so although some of the data presented may be transferable, this should be checked by some analysis of local data. The data presented provide a benchmark that could be supported by audits to validate against local practice. Such an approach would be in line with ISO 15189 standards and RCPath guidance.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, our study shows that SNOMED T and M codes provide a mechanism for predicting the recall probability of pathology cases from archives. Using this to select cases for archiving could help reduce the size and cost of the archive, while maintaining the advantages of easy rapid retrieval of WSI.
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